WINTER’S NIGHTFALL
EEE Week came to an end in grand style on the 13 January 2006. A number of activities and performances during the week enthralled the students and staff alike, giving them a much deserved break from their hectic schedule. These activities ranged from Speed Dating to Burger Eating Competition. However the highlights of the week were the various freebies giveaways. As usual the best was reserved for the last.

Excitement could be seen in the faces of every students standing in long queues which have almost become synonymous with goodie bags. The giveaway was held at Canteen B foyer. Some students were even ready to sacrifice their lunch time for their goodie bag. No one was left disappointed as the goodie bags were well stocked and most of the students were more than happy waiting in the queue. “I never miss it when something is given free!” said a first year student who had come all the way from Hall 11 to collect his goodie bag. Along with the goodie bags giveaway was the brisk sale of EEE sweaters.

Even though the EEE Week was coming to an end, the anticipation among the students escalated as the grand event - “EEE Night 2006” was to be held later that evening. Friday the 13th indeed proved to be a dazzling end to a memorable week for all the EEE students. The participation for the whole EEE Week’s program had been very good despite the weather being gloomy for a few days. That’s the supportive spirit and pride of the students towards their school.

EEE NIGHT
Supernova - A Blast from Outer Space

It’s back! Bigger and greater than ever before, EEE Night 2006 was simply marvelous. Themed Supernova for this year, it was packed with explosive performances that would surely blast the audiences off from their seats.

The audiences were initially treated to the EEE Superstars final. Eight talented singers competed to be crowned as the very first EEE Superstar in NTU’s history. In between the singing competition, numerous dances popped up to spice up the whole affair. Chinese dances and Kinetics were simply amazing. By the way, did I mention that Edmund Siak won the EEE Superstars competition?

Even the School’s Professors jazzed up the night by belting a song or two of their own. Guest artiste of the night, Kelly Poon, was just stunning. She stole the limelight ever since she stepped onto the stage. She bedazzled the floor with three of her breathtaking songs.

Words alone can’t justify the atmosphere of the night. Why not judge it yourself with the photos here?